Annual Review
2019

From the Executive Director
Liam Glover Executive Director
Arrow Leadership in Australia has almost reached
a quarter century. The world looks and feels very
different right now, however we pause for a moment
to celebrate the activity and blessings of 2019.
In this Annual Review you will read testimonies
of some of the 115 leaders who were engaged,
stretched and released during the year. These
leaders serve the local church, NFPs and Christian
schools, growing our Arrow Community to beyond
700 Arrow Leaders!
You’ll also read the results of research undertaken
by NCLS Research, led by Dr Ruth Powell which
confirmed the significant impact Arrow Leaders
have upon the vitality of the local church. We’ve
also included news about the amazing work of the
Emerging Leaders Program and Executive Leaders
Program in 2019.
I hope that, as you read all that God has been up
to through his ministry of leadership development,
you will pause with a prayer of thanks, and invite
God to continue to work powerfully through all those
connected to Arrow Leadership for the balance of
2020.
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Board Chair Report
Di Feldman Board Chair
As the Chair of Arrow Leadership
Australia, I am delighted to introduce
our Annual Review for 2019. On behalf
of the Board, we affirm the work of
Arrow Leadership Australia as it fulfils
its purpose. Arrow has many things to
be thankful for and celebrate – both
opportunities and challenges.
This report highlights Arrow’s ongoing
outcomes including digital innovations,
leadership impact and challenges
as we continue to develop Christian
leaders of character in their unique
setting - be it church ministry, not-forprofit ministry / mission and Christian
schools. A major highlight this year
was the affirmation, through research,
of the role and influence of Arrow
in developing Christian leaders of
calibre, commitment and longevity in
ministry. Our review is only a summary
of the many stories of impact and
influence that are shared at each
residential program and our program
celebrations.

As we closed 2019, Arrow Leadership
Australia, was again audited against
the Christian Management Association
Standards Council 9 Principles and
54 Standards of Good Governance.
We consider it an honour to have
been affirmed as an organisation that
embraces the principles and standards
of good governance and passed this
audit. It is healthy for us to have such
valuable third-party scrutiny of how we
lead through good governance.
As a Board we are committed to
fostering Christian Leaders into
governance. One of our Executive
Arrow Leaders serves on the Board’s
Finance, Audit and Risk Committee.
Further, our 2019 Board included four
Arrow Leaders serving as Board
Directors.

2019 was a year of loss also. Early in
2019 Tim Morris-Smith died (aged 53)
after a short, but strongly fought, battle
with cancer. Tim participated in the
Inaugural Arrow Executive Leaders
Program. He joined the Arrow team as
Chair of the Board’s Finance and Risk
Committee, and in May 2018 became
a member of the Arrow Leadership
Australia Board. Tim’s contribution was
enormous as he shaped the strategic
platform of our financial and risk
models and financial performance.
He is missed. A Tim Morris-Smith
scholarship has been created to help
fund NFP Executive Leaders.
Having started in 1995 Arrow has
influenced more than 700 Arrow
Leaders through our leadership
development programs. Serving
Christian Leaders through Arrow is
a privilege - Christian leaders who
influence this nation, be it locally or
nationally. The Spirit of God is alive and
at work in Arrow, here in Australia, and
across the globe.

Arrow Leadership Staff
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Emerging Leaders
2019 started with a highlight for me.
We were blessed with some incredible
generosity and hospitality from our
New Zealand Arrow family and took
the whole volunteer team to Waiheke
Island, off the coast of Auckland. We
had, for the first time in history, both
Executive Program volunteers and
Emerging Program volunteers together
for a leadership retreat. It was an
incredible few days of community,
planning, encouragement and review.
We arrived back on Aussie soil filled up
and ready to hit the ground running. In
2019 Arrow 20 and Arrow 21 completed
their Arrow process – welcoming 41
new Arrow Community members into
the fold. Arrow 22 continued their
journey and we commenced Arrow
23 with 28 participants from 5 states,
6 denominations, mostly local church

Cath Tallack
Emerging Leaders Program Director

leaders with 4 leaders from parachurch
and other forms of ministry.
In August, my husband and I welcomed
Oliver, our second son to our family
and consequently I took some leave.
This was a great opportunity for Liesel,
our Program Manager, to step into
more leadership responsibility and with
the support of our staff and volunteer
team the program flourished and
continued to move, seeing participants,
their churches and the Kingdom of God
blessed.
I’ve enjoyed leading the Emerging
Leaders program very much this past
year. I often liken myself to Ananias
in Acts 9, who is tasked by God with
welcoming Paul into ministry. Praying

The Arrow experience has reaffirmed my calling to be a
leader and given me confidence in my leadership abilities.
I have developed skills to better communicate with my
team, both in what is said and how it is presented. I have
been challenged to ground my ministry more in Christ as I
create space for spiritual disciplines in my daily life.
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Amanda Hart
Arrow Emerging Leader

for
him and
believing in who
God has called him to be –
this is the privilege of my role. Most
of the leaders who come through
the program will go on to do bigger
and better things for the Kingdom of
God than I could ever dream. But the
privilege for me, like Ananias, is to walk
alongside them, as God calls them, and
pray for them, believing that like Paul,
God has something significant for them
to do to bring Glory to His Name and
extend His Kingdom.

Arrow was a truly integrated and transformational learning
experience. The mix of reading, coaching, great teaching
content at residentials and the accountability of a peer group
all helped to not just learn theory, but change the habits and
practices in my life. Arrow gave me a brilliant framework and
springboard as I went through both personal and professional
transitions in my life, seeking to authentically follow Christ in
the process. Undoubtedly Arrow has shaped who I am now,
and who I will continue to become for decades to come.
Will Small
Arrow Emerging Leader

Executive Leaders
The Executive Program in 2019 piloted a new model
whereby we ran the NFP and Education programs together:
sometimes in parallel but mostly as one big group. This
proved to be a truly fruitful approach whereby each group
got the benefits of working with people from their own sector
as well as the blessing of a wider sense of fellowship in the
challenges of leading in Jesus’ name.
We had 18 participants from the NFP sector; a wonderfully
diverse group of people from an equally diverse range of
organisations. There were 13 from the Education sector;
school Principals, Executive Leaders and an Academic
Leader from a Theological College.
The group knitted together beautifully, creating a space
where it was safe to speak the truth. In that environment

My story
It is hard to summarise my
experience with the Arrow
Executive Leaders Program in a
few short paragraphs, but I will
do my best.
The first thing about my Arrow
experience is that Arrow is hard.
There are long days, many days
away from your family, you travel
all over the country, there is a lot
of reading and the commitment
is huge. But Arrow is also hard
because you are dealing with
better understanding yourself,
you are challenged about
how you lead and who you
are as a leader. You get direct
feedback from your teams and
have to think deeply about your
organisation and your future.
This was hard going, but very

Peter Stone
Executive Leaders Program Director

of honest engagement and dialogue it
is always a joy to see the Holy Spirit at
work - supportive fellowship, constructive
challenge, prayerful wisdom.
We continue to be both blessed and enabled
by a fabulous group of volunteer presenters,
state coordinators and leadership partners. Arrow
really is a movement of faithful people committed to a
shared mission. Their energy and dedication is testimony
to this. I am immensely grateful for their fellowship, friendship,
patience and support.
The 2020 Executive Leaders Program has 34 participants.
Please pray that God will continue to bless and grow His
people through Arrow.

Leighton Corr
Head of Secondary, Penrith Anglican College
helpful. Arrow is worth it, but
Arrow is hard work.
Arrow is also affirming.
It was helpful to hear I had
some idea about leadership, I
could contribute to discussions
and my team’s feedback wasn’t
horrible. It was affirming to see I
have been growing as a leader.
But it was also affirming to see
there are other educators all
facing similar challenges to me.
People asking similar questions
and doing their best to serve
God in their contexts. It was
encouraging to talk with others
and hear their stories, to journey
with them in processing what we
were all hearing. I loved having a
prayer partner and a small group
that was a regular part of the

schedule. Arrow
was a hugely
encouraging
experience.
Finally, Arrow was
a learning journey
that has equipped me
in a helpful way for my
current role and my future.
It is hard to summarise
all that I have learnt, but it
has been significant. I have
been challenged to think more
strategically and focus on my
character. I feel so much better
about leadership and serving God
in my school because of Arrow. It
has been an opportunity that I leave
genuinely feeling I have accomplished
something and am prepared for whatever
God has next for me.
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Research Reveals Arrow’s Positive
Impact on the Local Church
Measures of Church Vitality:
NCLS Research was commissioned
to provide an evaluation of the
Arrow Leadership Program by
determining the impact of Arrow
Leaders on the churches they serve.
The research questions were:
Was church vitality higher after
the leader completed the Arrow
Leadership Emerging Leaders
Program than before program
participation?
How does the change in
church vitality over time in
Arrow sample churches
compare with a matched
sample of non-Arrow churches ?
How does the vitality in Arrow
churches compare with the
average vitality of all Protestant
churches who took part in the
2016 NCLS?

Church vitality was measured using two sets of measures.
The first set was a ‘headline indicator’ of the NCLS Core
Qualities of healthy churches
Alive and Growing
Vital and Nurturing
Strong and Growing
Clear and owned
Inspiring and empowering
Imaginative and flexible
Practical and diverse
Willing and effective
Intentional and welcoming

Faith
Worship
Belonging
Vision
Leadership
Innovation
Service
Faith-sharing
Inclusion

Three attendance measures were:
Newcomers; Youth and Young Adults and Numerical growth.
A second set of measures were composite vitality scales
created from a number of different questions.
Churches received an average score on:
Vital Faith Scale

Vital Worship Scale

the levels of ‘religiousness’
among church attenders

evaluation of the worship
service experience

Vital Vision for
Action Scale

Vital Connections
Scale

the capacity or readiness for
action within a church or the
‘Collective Confidence’

strength of relational
connections

Methodology
Sample and Method: This study used Church Life
Surveys to make an empirical evaluation of changes in
local church vitality over time.
The approach was to select a group of around 30
churches where the leaders had completed the Arrow
Leadership Emerging Leaders Program. This minimum
number provided an 80% chance of detecting a
medium-sized change in church vitality. Each Arrow
church was matched with another church that also
had Church Life Survey data and was of a similar size,
leadership structure, capacity for action, and same (or
similar) denomination. This second group of churches
acted as a control in this quasi-experimental design.

Anglican
Churches of Christ
CRC International

RESEARCH
SOURCES

C3 Churches
Salvation Army
Baptist

The Arrow sample included churches from the
denominations shown to the right.
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Uniting

Senior leaders of these sample churches participated
in the Arrow Leadership program as early as 1996 and
as recently as 2016. Churches completed Church Life
Surveys as early as 2001 through to 2019.

Definitions

Analysis: Statistical tests were run to 1) test whether
there was a change in the vitality of Arrow sample
churches between two points in time; and 2) compare
the change in vitality of the Arrow sample churches with
the change in vitality of a matched sample of nonArrow churches.

An Arrow church is a church led by someone who has
participated in the Arrow Leadership Emerging Leaders
Program.

An Arrow Leader is someone who has participated in
the Arrow Leadership Emerging Leaders Program.

A non-Arrow church is a church led by someone who
has not participated in the Arrow Leadership Emerging
Leaders Program.

vitality: the state of being strong and active; energy
| vʌɪˈtalɪti | [noun]

Results

Results showed that across
time Arrow churches achieved
statistically significant positive
increases in growth in faith,
inspiration in worship and belief
that their congregations are
always ready to innovate.
There was also a statistically
significant increase on
Vital Worship Scale.
That is, church vitality was higher
in these areas of church life after
the leader completed the Arrow
Leadership program than before
participation.

Compared with non-Arrow churches,
the change in vitality was more positive
for Arrow churches on:
Attender awareness of and
commitment to the vision or future
directions for the church
Attender perception of
innovativeness of the church
These qualities are catalysts, related to
other aspects of church health and which
can inspire a church to move forward.
Arrow churches also performed well on
a scale that points to a higher collective
positivity or confidence.

The vitality in Arrow
churches appeared to be
higher in the areas of Clear
and Owned Vision and
Imaginative and Flexible
Innovation when compared
with the average vitality of all
Protestant churches who took
part in the 2016 NCLS.
It appears that the Arrow
program may assist
churches to maintain vision
and to become more
innovative.

Discussion and Conclusion
This evaluation project set a very substantial challenge:
to find empirical evidence that a specific leadership
development program has made a measurable
difference within organisations. The application of a
quasi-experimental design introduced a high level of
rigour to this evaluation. Arrow Leadership was treated
as an ‘intervention’ between two measurement points.
Some strengths of this approach were the statistical tests
and the matched sample requirement. We effectively
‘neutralised’ the impact of factors such as size, faith
tradition and leadership structures and demanded that
Arrow churches exceed the trajectory for other similar
churches.
Every study has limitations. As researchers, we have to
name these and add cautions about overstating the
results. For example, there were only 31 churches and
differing histories and contexts would have left their mark
and added ‘noise’ to the results.

There are also likely to be other factors that explain
differences between Arrow and non-Arrow samples
– such as a proactive approach to capacity building
for mission and ministry, participation in other training
programs. However, to find anything at all was an
impressive and significant outcome.
In conclusion, this evaluation found that when leaders
have experienced the Arrow Leadership Emerging
Leaders Program, there appear to be some aspects of
church vitality that are positively impacted. Furthermore,
while the number of differences may be small, they
occur in areas that have been found to be critical in
overall church health and growth.
Dr Ruth Powell
NCLS Research
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Arrow Team

Volunteers and Facilitators

Teaching Conflict Management skills in the Arrow Leadership
Program is one of the highlights of my year and I always enjoy
the opportunity to interact with participants.

Arrow Leadership could not function without the
countless hours of support and investment from
our volunteers.

I have been one of the Arrow training facilitators for well over
10 years. There are a couple of reasons the Arrow Program
stands out as a significant teaching and learning session for
me and these keep me happily coming back.

In 2019 we were privileged to serve alongside
24 incredible State Coordinators who guided,
encouraged, prayed with and challenged the
Arrow Leaders in their care.

Tim Dyer presents our
Conflict Management sessions.
Great Christian leaders know how to
manage conflict in a healthy way for
the sake of God’s Kingdom. Tim leads
participants in self-awareness
around their own conflict
management style and provides
a model of conflict management
built around Jesus. Tim presents
at both our Emerging and
Executive programs.
Participants continuously rate
Tim and his content as one of
the highest experiences at the
Residential.
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Arrow participants are right on the front line of leadership in
vibrant Christian organisations and church communities all
the way around our nation. They are dealing with significant
issues and these often involve challenges, change, tension
and at times conflict. When I am working with Arrow cohorts,
I often sense the urgency and relevance of the subjects they
work through as they engage with each new area.
The intentional formation of a learning community is part of
Arrow and as a visiting facilitator I appreciate the thought that
goes into the educational process. Participants are always
enthusiastic and ready to give each opportunity they have to
engage their full attention and energy.
Arrow does make a difference to the practice of their
leadership and I very often meet former Arrow
participants at conferences and professional
development programs 5 or now even 10 years
after they complete the program. They are
always quick to reflect on how important
Arrow was in their formation and I frequently
hear back how they have put into action
what they have learnt.
Thanks for the opportunity to continue to
build into leaders at a key stage of their
development.
Tim Dyer
The Johnmark Extension

Working Together
Often Christian leaders can get so caught up in the ‘mission’ of their
church, school or charity that they fail to take the time to invest in their own
leadership. This lack of intentionality can lead to the organisation falling
short of its full potential.
Arrow Leadership is the solution to this dilemma. Their programs are
tailored to the passionate but busy leaders or emerging leaders of missional
organisations.
The way the program takes a leader through a journey of self-care and
purpose seeking into effective team leadership and ultimately on to heighten
organisational success is well developed with proven success.
I was privileged to experience this first hand, through working for an
organisation with the means and desire to invest in my leadership.
At Christian Super, we know that not all organisations are able to invest in
their leaders in this way.
Which is why Christian Super works closely with Arrow Leadership to provide
sponsorship opportunities for such organisations and their leaders.
Nathan Buttigieg
Chief Member Officer
Christian Super

Strategic
Digital Integration
Arrow has deployed an intentional
digital strategy across three
elements that seeks to reduce
friction for the organisation and
it’s stakeholders.

External

Participants

Prospective participants,
donors and stakeholders
Introduction of automated or semiautomated communication (email) when
potential participants are exploring Arrow
and upon participants accepting an
offer into our programs.
Electronic distribution of our previously
mass printed and distributed materials,
reducing distribution costs.
We surveyed our stakeholders
and of the approximately 3,800
people with whom we are connected,
only 50 requested receipt of printed materials.
Introduction of Arrow Leadership Blog.
This has been well received by the Arrow
Community and generates inward bound
interest to Arrow (via email and FB).

Curriculum delivery and
participant experiences

Internal

Volunteer and paid staff
Introduction of Slack, a multi-device application
which allows staff to communicate individually
and as groups gathered around a particular
topic (as required).
This has reduced email traffic by more than 50%.
Undertaking a Digital Audit, identifying possible
duplications, unnecessary digital elements and
greater efficiency through introduction
of additional digital elements.
Because of our geographically disparate team,
utilising various video communication
technologies to enhance staff interaction
(Slack, Skype and Zoom).

Introduction of digital content complementing
presenter’s material, including access to further
online materials as well as digital course
extensions.
Digital delivery of induction materials,
allowing participants who are unable
to attend the induction days
to engage prior to the first residential
with the material usually canvassed at the
induction days.
Virtual delivery of their LPI (Leadership
Practices Inventory) coaching session,
allowing every participant to experience
a bespoke coaching session reflective
of their results.
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Accreditation

Arrow Leadership partners with the Australian College of Ministries and
Alphacrucis College to allow Arrow participants to complete subjects and
or gain credit towards both Under Graduate and Post Graduate courses.

Alphacrucis College

		

Australian College of Ministries

Under Graduate

Arrow participants gain credit
towards a Bachelor of Business
or Bachelor of Ministry.

Arrow participants complete eight (Emerging
Leaders) or four (Executive Leaders) subjects
towards a Diploma in Christian Studies, Bachelor
of Ministry or Bachelor of Theology.

Post Graduate

Arrow participants gain credit
towards a Graduate Certificate of
Leadership or Master of Leadership.

Emerging Leaders Arrow participants complete
a Graduate Certificate or Graduate Diploma of
Arts (Christian Leadership). With additional study
students can attain a Masters of Arts (Christian
Leadership) or Master of Leadership.
Executive Leaders Arrow participants complete four
subjects and earn a Graduate Certificate in Arts.
With additional study students can attain a Graduate
Diploma of Arts (Christian Leadership), Masters of Arts
(Christian Leadership) or Master of Leadership

For the last 11 years, the Australian College of Ministries (ACOM) has
partnered with Arrow in the training of young leaders. The relationship
began when we realised that there was significant overlap between
what ACOM was trying to achieve with
its training, and what Arrow was doing so well.
Consequently, we established a system where Arrow participants could
also enrol in ACOM units of study. Arrow would be responsible for the
content delivery though their residentials, journals, mentoring and statebased groups, while ACOM would focus on the assessment. ACOM staff
regularly meet with new Arrow cohorts, and with Arrow staff to ensure
that the programs align well.
From the ACOM perspective, our students receive high-quality input
from Arrow, while we then seek to push those students to go deeper and
broader into what they are learning, making specific plans to apply it
effectively. Our goal is to ensure that Arrow does not become just a great
two years of training, but a gift that is embedded deeply into their lives
and ministries which continues to bear fruit for decades to come.

Stephen Parker
Student Engagement Manager
Australian College of Ministries

Although we hopefully add value to the Arrow experience, ACOM also
benefits from its interaction with these cadres of high-calibre leaders. We
have found that Arrow leaders tend to be flexible, teachable, missionfocused and keen on spiritual formation – all of which are distinctives of
ACOM too. With such a natural synergy, it’s no surprise this relationship is
mutually beneficial, and doing well over a decade later!

My story
Arrow has been transformational for me.
The experience of being in intentional, vulnerable community
with people in ministry across Australia is an absolute treasure.
It's been refreshing to look at content that doesn't get a lot of
attention in ministry, such as conflict management and personal
evangelism.
My time at Arrow has clarified my call and confirmed my strengths.
I have grown in confidence of who I am and who God has called
me to be, and arrow has given me the skills to do this well.
Jenna Blackwell
Arrow Leader and ACOM student
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Program Makeup

115 leaders were released back into their unique contexts during 2019.
Some to return in 2020 for the continuation of their program.
Some released into our Arrow Community - now over 700 leaders!
Executive NFP Leaders

16

3
Emerging
Leaders

19

12

86

PROGRAM

13

Executive
Education
Leaders

14
26
37

GEOGRAPHY OF
PARTICIPANTS IN 2019

1

48%

1

2019

52%

2

Finances

Net Promoter Scores

Donations

Executive Leaders

37

39%

%

REVENUE

EXPENDITURE

94 76 77
Emerging
Leaders

Education
Executive
Leaders

Stakeholders

Other

62%

61%

Registrations

Emerging Leaders

Detailed financial statements are available from
www.acnc.gov.au

2019 FINANCE

We are excited to reach our 25th year
milestone in 2020. Please join us in thanking
God for moving powerfully through
Arrow over the past 25 years.
We also ask you to pray for
Arrow and our leaders (present
and past) as we travel through
uncharted waters in 2020.
Thank you for your support.
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